Innovative Drone MEasurement System

arimas is proud to present an Innovative Drone Measurement System (IDMS) to maintain
optimised Radio Frequency (RF) emissions, safe operation and more services
Based on the specialisation requested, we will execute your project offering you the best
service in the market with professional reports, images and videos

Service

Reports

Product

Inspection

RF polar measurements,
interference surveys,
antenna tilt & azimuth
analysis for all frequencies
& protocols

Dedicated custom
algorithm to understand
performances and
limitations

Purchase the IDMS all-inone solution or install our
sensors on your own drone

Multiple Inspection process
with HD cameras, InfraRed
& Custom Radio Frequency
sensors
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Why Drones?
Verify different environments is complicated and expensive! Using traditional
methodologies it requires a lot of time & money to perform surveys
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) technologies can be used to perform
efficient, accurateand & cost-effective measurements within different
environments withmultiple advantage

Map In Stunning Detail: GeoData for 5G
Work Tirelessly To Help Save Lives: Robots could venture deep into the
rubble, farther than dogs or humans were able to
Treat People In Remote Areas: UAVs that are able to transport not just
medicine, but anything that might be needed by people who live in places
that are not accessible by road
Help Save Smaller Farms: With the help of low cost, camera-armed UAVs,
farms with small staffs but large acreage may soon be able to target specific
locations on their land, increasing efficiency and inevitably decreasing
maintenance costs
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IDMS Principal Advantages
Flexible, cost-effective solutions that can be used for a large number of installations with
various kinds of RF signals
Versatility of measurement for different applications
Extremely precise flight positioning for accurate measurement (vertical and horizontal paths)
Easily confirmation of measurement by repetition
Uninterrupted transmission during measurement process
High level of safety for infrastructure and aircraft
Environmental friendly operation (low noise, electrically powered engine)
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Checking
Feeder Phasing
for Antenna
Systems
The input to each part of
the antenna needs to be fed
with a specific amplitude
and phase in order to direct
the main beam of power to
an intended direction.
Phase is directly proportional
to the length of these
feeders, so if they are
installed incorrectly it will
effect the beam-tilt and
power distribution, meaning
your target coverage area
may be missed and your
signal may be several dBs
down.

Wrong Panel Orientation
Incorrectly orientated antenna panels can cause
the horizontal radiation patterns to be shifted in
azimuth.
This could mean you miss your intended RF
coverage area even if deviations of 10 degrees
are measured. In some symmetrical systems,
these panels may even be inverted.

Radiating antenna
patterns and spectrum
measurement
In some cases, all losses are not
known throughout the RF chain.
By measuring the effective radiated
power (ERP) and spectrum with
great accuracy, it is possible to
get a better understanding of the
actual losses within the
system.
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Radiating antenna patterns and spectrum measurement

VISUAL INSPECTION
Standard TOWER INSPECTION is aexpensive and a big risk for
employees.
Nowadays, with IDMS it is possible to VISUAL INSPECT any type
of TOWER & ANTENNA in order to understand any possible issue
befor to climb it.
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RF-EMISSION
MEASUREMENTS
Government regulators impose
restrictions on the amount of power
you can radiate in any direction
around the transmitting antenna.
With UAS systems, this can now
be measured accurately to ensure
compliancy.
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THERMAL INSPECTION
Another kind of failures in many systems (especially distribution
networks and photovoltaic panels) is the overheating of individual
components, that cause a dispersion of energy in the form of heat in
the air
Thermal cameras, are used for this purpose. It is able to state the
surface temperature of the measured objects within a few meters
In this way it is possible to prevent problems due to dispersion of
energy and to optimize the system
Furthermore, our new choosed double camera, Thermal and Optical, is
able to captur, in one shot, both images (thermal and optical one)
In this way it is simpler to find out the possible issue
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SAR WITH CELL
PHONE DETECTION
During catastrophic events, potentially thousands of victims
need immediate rescue and aid! Without direct access to safe
footing or precise location of victims, emergency responders only
compound the problems
IDMS can provides a complete kit including a cell phone
detection engine, with an integrated direction finding antenna,
to rapidly deploy a system that will aid in locating victims with an
active cell phone on their person
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AGRICULTURE
APPLICATIONS
In agriculture, drones could be used to monitor many
parameters and states
Chlorophyll absorbs infrared light
in different ways and damaged
plants can be detected

Furthermore, chemical
provisioning could be performed
without the intervention of
human insiders
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www.arimas.com - info@arimas.com

